
The Talk and Play cards are designed to help educators and caregivers focus on and 

develop the communication skills of young children. The language strategies outlined are 

appropriate to use with young children only beginning to say their first words all the way 

up to prep aged children who are getting ready to go to school. This means they can be 

easily adapted to meet a range of developmental levels within a single activity.

The Talk and Play cards reflect everyday activities that children and adults engage in 

either at home or in early childhood settings. These include

Kitchen Talk■■

Collage Talk■■

Block Talk■■

Train and Car Talk■■

Water Trolley Talk■■

Sandpit Talk■■

Playdough Talk■■

Obstacle Course Talk■■

Home Corner Talk■■

The Talk and Play cards provide examples of language that can be modeled to 

children, ways to encourage communication as well as the types of questions you can use 

to develop a wide variety of expressive language and thinking skills.  

Each card includes the language adults can use with children specific to the activity and 

illustrative of these important language support strategies. That is

Adding Language to Play – this includes techniques such as modeling; expansion; 1 
adding words and actions; rephrasing

Getting Your Child Talking – this includes sabotage strategies2 

Open Ended Questions – asking a variety of leveled 3 wh- or open ended questions.

Thank you to the Staff of Bonny Babes Childcare Centres for their participation in the 

development of this resource.

Talk & Play cards

Written by Speech Language Pathologists and  
Early Childhood Professionals



Talk & Play Cards

Adding Language to Play1 

An adult’s interaction with young children is one of the most important ways that children’s language 

development can be supported (Hanen, 2004). The Adding Language to Play section of the 

Talk & Play Cards provides examples of the vocabulary, phrases and sentences that may be used or 

encouraged from young children while playing. The following language stimulation techniques are 

described with the intention of supporting adults in explicitly and knowingly providing children with 

ways to develop language.

Expansions

Adding words onto what a child says not only acknowledges their communication 

attempt but provides a model of language at their next stage of development. 

Adding experiences and words helps a child

to learn about the world■■

hear the words they need to say■■

You can ADD

an action■■

a word■■

a new idea (Hanen, 2004)■■

Actions with words (gestures or signs) makes the message clearer, gets the child’s interest and 

gives them an option for talking in case they don’t have the word.

ADD a word or phrase or concept – this tells the child you are interested, have listened to 

them, and teaches them new language. Try to make the new word or important word stand out by 

using your voice or gesture.

ADD a new idea – talk about the name, actions of objects, use feeling words, explain and describe 

and remember….. Repeat… Repeat…. Repeat. Another technique is to rephrase or to show the child 

an alternative way of saying the same thing. The adult’s rephrase occurs just after the child’s, it retains 

the same meaning and then changes one or more element of the child’s sentence. For example: 

“he is running” – rephrased as “the boy is running” or “today is Tuesday” – rephrased as “it is 

Tuesday today”. Essentially the child’s original ideas are the same but they hear an alternative way of 

expressing it, within a natural interaction or learning situation.

Adding Language to Play might involve the adult providing a running description of what 

they are doing, thinking or planning in an activity. It models language and provides a verbal 

demonstration of problem solving eg. “Oh I wonder how I can make that stick…” 

Also describing the actions and play of a quiet and reserved child may help them use 

language. However, it is important that this strategy is not overused as it could 

result in adult dominated talk.



Talk & Play Cards

Getting Your Child Talking2 

An important part of creating a language-rich environment is providing stimulating activities and 

arranging opportunities for talking. Sabotage can be a way of ‘provoking’ children to comment, 

request and question what the adult has or hasn’t done. Make it a fun interaction and praise the 

child for helping you correct your error.

Whilst routines are important for children to learn, they can be carefully manipulated to encourage 

communication. It is useful for adults to step back every now and then from providing all the 

equipment or needs of the child without expecting them to request or use words. 

The following examples are ways you might sabotage familiar routines to create opportunities 

and reasons for children to communicate.

The wrong equipment■■  – provide a fork to eat yogurt or a pencil to cut the paper

Missing items or equipment – ■■ don’t provide the glue for collage work

Incomplete action – ■■ only put a small amount of water in a cup for drinking

Need help? – ■■ place toys or items needed, in clear containers with tight lids

The wrong order – ■■ put shoes on before the socks

The wrong action – ■■ do the actions for one song while singing another song

Something out of reach■■  – puzzles are put on a higher shelf

Sabotage is a fun way to encourage communication and show the ‘power’ of using your words. 

However, don’t overuse the strategy with children. Also some children will benefit from this 

approach more than others. The Talk & Play cards include suggestions for ways to sabotage the 

activities to get the children talking!!!



Talk & Play Cards

Open-Ended Questioning3 

Adults are often asking children questions

Yes/no type questions eg. do you want juice?■■

Choice questions eg. do you want juice or milk?■■

Open ended questions eg.  ■■

when sharing books (“what’s that called?”), 

completing routines at home (where is the ..?) and 

planning activities (“what do you want to do..?).

An important part of engaging children in dialogue about their play and activities is through asking 

questions. However, they need to be open ended questions not yes/no questions if the aim is 

to have a conversation. It is important for adults to monitor their questioning style and ensure a 

balance is occurring. Choice questions offer a useful bridge or scaffold between yes/no and open 

ended questions.

There are a variety of open ended questions, some easier than others. The Blank, Rose and Berlin 

(1978) model offers a framework of effective questioning that facilitates the child’s language 

development from one dependent on the ‘here and now’ to an ability to understand de-

contextualised or ‘there and then’ language. This is known to be important for coping with the 

language of school and the classroom. Children need to hear a variety of the wh- questions and be 

provided with models of how to answer the questions.

What is it?■■

Where is it?■■

When is it happening?■■

Why is it happening?■■

How do you know that?■■

A framework of questions was developed by Marion Blank (1978) and her colleagues that provides 

a developmental order or sequence. These question types challenge different levels of thinking and 

talking during activities. The Talk and Play cards have examples of these, specific to each activity.
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Level 1 Level 2

Find one like this. (cup, knife etc)

Is this a jug or a teapot?

What’s in the saucepan?

What are you making?

Show me the glass/saucer.

What am I doing with the teapot?

Show me another fork.

 Stir the spaghetti.

Which one can you drink from?

Where is the red sugar bowl?

Find one that you can stir the spaghetti with.

Show me the saucepan that is small and shiny.

What other things could we cook?

What else can we drink?

How is the fork different from the knife?

Find one that can mash the potatoes.

Level 3 Level 4

Find one I can drink out of that is not a cup.

What else goes into the cake?

What could we put in the oven?

Find me a knife that’s not blue.

Pour the cake mixture into the bow … put it in the oven. 

What can David say if he wants to wash up?

How are the cup and the glass the same?

Where do all the things go? (during pack up time)

Why can’t we touch the hot oven?

What will happen if I drop the cup?

Why can’t we put the hot tea in the glass?

How will we know when the dinner is cooked?

How would you feel if the dinner spilt on the floor?

If you were cooking the dinner what would you make?

Why is this called a teapot?

Why does the saucepan have a handle?

Kitchen Talk
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Hot tea

I’m thirsty

Still hungry?

Where is the milk?

Stir it up

Pour it out

More milk please

Fill it up

My cups empty

Mmmmm… Delicious!

Put it in the oven

Careful… it’s hot… Don’t drop it

Two sugars please

Where’s the spoon

Put lid on

Wash it up

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Take the cups/spoons out of the tea set   ■

and hide them!

Remove all the lids or place the objects in   ■

a container which is too difficult for the children 
to open without help.

Put some equipment in a clear container out of  ■

reach eg. on a high shelf.

At pack up time, provide a container that’s too  ■

small for the equipment to fit in.

Engineer some holes in the saucepan. ■

Put the whole egg in the bowl without cracking it! ■

Make some of the equipment dirty. ■

Kitchen Talk
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Collage Talk
Level 1 Level 2

What’s this?

Find one like this. (patty tin, sticker, pompoms etc)

What colour/shape is this?

What’s in that container?

What are you using?

Pass me the scissors/glue.

What can you see?

What has David got?

What is David doing? (cutting/gluing etc.)

Find one that is bumpy and red.

Which one could you make the sky/car/tree with?

Where is the glue?

Who has the hole punch?

Find one that you could use to make sheep.

What other animals could you make?

What is this for? (hole punch/spray bottle etc.)

How are the pompoms different from the pasta?

Level 3 Level 4
How are glue and sticky tape the same?

What else could you use to make the water/sun?

Find one that is red but not smooth.

How did you make that?

Find me a square shape that’s not rough.

Cut up the wool then glue it onto the tree.

What do we do next?

What can David say if he wants some help?

Tell me about your picture.

How else could we stick this down?

What would happen if we put feathers on with no glue?

What would you do if you wanted to make the circle smaller?

Why do we have to be careful with the scissors?

Why can’t we stick the pencils on the paper?

How will we know when the collage is dry?

How would you feel if your picture got lost?

If you were making the sea, what would you use?
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Collage Talk

Cut up the blue paper

Put the cottonwool on

Oh no… sticky fingers!

Pat down the paper

It feels bumpy/soft

Get some more glitter

More glue please

Where are the scissors?

Fall down … on the floor

Pick up the paper

Put something in the corner of the paper

That’s sparkly and bright

Can I have some?

Let the glue dry

Pass me a red one please

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Provide glue pots without the brushes. ■

Put out all the equipment but not the paper. ■

Put highly desirable materials in a container which  ■

is too hard to open without adult support.

Place an important piece of equipment within  ■

sight but out of reach eg. on a high shelf or hook.

Provide a piece of clingfilm to each child instead of  ■

paper…. 
The collage won’t work but the conversation will 
be wonderful!

Provide blunt pencils or markers that don’t work. ■

Put the wrong name on the child’s collage work. ■
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Block Talk

Blanks Levels of Questioning

Level 1 Level 2

Say, “It’s a big tower”.

What are you making?

What can you see?

Can you find a block like this?

Make a pattern like mine.

Who is at the top?

Is it a block or a car ?

Pass me a block.

Where are the big blocks?

What can we make for a car to drive on?

Let’s find all the soft blocks.

Which blocks can we use to make a tunnel?

Is that a tall tower or a short tower?

Show me the triangle that is blue.

Look. The truck is driving into the…

Tell me a type of building we can make.

Level 3 Level 4

How do you make a building?

Get the green block and put it next to the tower.

This building is for cars. Take away all the things  
that are not cars.

What else could we use to hold the tower up?

Tell me what happens when a car goes to the garage  
to get fixed.

We made a house and a school. How are they the same?

Our house has no roof. What would happen if it rains?

Pretend you’re the builder. What would you say?

Why did the blocks make a noise when the tower fell?

What made the tower fall down?

Why are play blocks soft and building blocks hard?

What do we need to build a train station?

Why can’t this car go through the tunnel?

What would happen if the little blocks were on the bottom?

Our house fell down. What other things  
make houses fall down?

How could we turn this tower into a house?
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Block Talk
 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Build it high

Break it

Make it longer/shorter

Make a house

Blue tower

Find the block

Watch out!

Long tunnel

Put it on top

Next to the big block

A big pile

Four walls

Stack

It’s your turn

Push it over

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Put blocks in a container on the floor   ■

but leave the lid on.

Mix books in with the blocks. ■

Put out only one block. ■

Put the block up high on a shelf but where the  ■

children can still see it.

Hide the blocks under a blanket. ■

Put out all the same shaped blocks. ■

Put out some things to build with that will be   ■

too soft to stand up.
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Train & Car Talk
Level 1 Level 2

Find one like this. (car, train, bridge etc)

Is this a plane or a helicopter?

Who’s driving the train?

Show me the tree/road sign.

What can you see?

What is the train/car/truck doing? (crashing/racing etc.)

Show me another motorbike.

Put the man in the train.

Which one goes really fast?

What is the stop sign for?

What is the man at the train station doing?

Show me the car that is small and blue.

Where is the plane going?

How is the plane different from the train?

What happened? (eg. after the crash)

Where will we put the bridge?

Level 3 Level 4

Find one that does not have wheels.

What will the policeman say to the driver?

What else goes on the road?

How did you make that bridge?

Get petrol at the service station and then drive to the airport.

What can David say if he wants your motorbike?

How are the plane and the helicopter the same?

Tell me how to make the road.

Why can’t the train go on the road?

What will happen if the bridge falls down?

How did the car get across the river?

What will happen if the car runs out of petrol?

How would you feel if you got a new car?

If you were the train driver where would you go?

Why is this called a motorbike?

Why does the truck driver need to wear a seat belt?
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Train & Car Talk

More please

The wheel fell off

One more truck

Make it longer/taller

Put the car under 

Push the train up the hill

Stop! Go!

Make it go fast

Oh no! It crashed

Fix it up

Go over the hill/bridge

Join it up

Where’s another carriage?

Who’s in there?

It’s stuck

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Put all the trains in a clear childproof container  ■

and don’t open it.

Take the wheels off a train/truck. ■

Place the container of transport on a high shelf  ■

out of reach.

Put all the people in a container that is too difficult  ■

to open without adult help.

Put a teapot in with the train set and wait for the  ■

comments!

Set up an accident scene. ■

Take out all the corner pieces. ■
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Water Trolley Talk
Level 1 Level 2

What is in the cup?

What are you using?

Can you find a cup like this?

What am I doing? (pouring, scooping)

What made that splashing noise?

What things did we put in the water?

Say, “I am pouring” or “ I got wet.”

What is the shark doing?

What do we use to make bubbles?

Where is the blue cup?

How are these cups different?

What can we use for pouring water?

Who can find a sea animal in the water?

Where are the big containers?

What shape is this?

What parts do turtles have?

Level 3 Level 4

What could we add to the water?

Find a bucket that is not red.

What would happen if the bucket had holes in it?

Get a big cup and fill the green bucket.

Tell me how to make this spin.

How are the cup and teapot the same?

Find something that is not a sea animal.

Tell me what a bridge is.

What would happen if we froze the water?

What will happen if we leave the table in the sun?

How could we measure the water?

Where does the water come from?

What will happen if too many people get in the boat?

Why do we call this a water trolley?

Why can’t we swim in the water trolley?

Why is it called a starfish?
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Water Trolley Talk

That’s cold water

Pour it out

Fill it up

Get wet

Mix water

Keep the water in the trolley

Wash your hands

The boat is sailing

The fish are swimming

It’s floating

Who is in the boat?

I see a shark

Be careful… It might bite

Catch a big fish

Uh oh, it’s sinking!!

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Add sand to the water. ■

Forget to put any toys in the water. ■

Put some holes in some of the cups/buckets. ■

Put the toys out but no water in the tub. ■

Put some toys in the water that don’t belong. ■

Make the water very cold, add ice to the water. ■

Put a broken cup in the water. ■
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Sandpit Talk
Level 1 Level 2

Find the bucket.

What are you making?

What things did we hide in the sand?

What did we do with the shovel?

What is Jack doing?

What is this thing called?

Who can remember the 3 things we buried?

Let’s find the matching shovel.

What is something big that can carry sand?

What do we use to dig?

Find the red spade.

Can you find something to put the sand in?

What does it feel like?

Tell me some animals that live in the sand.

How are a rake and a shovel different?

What do we see at the beach?

Level 3 Level 4

Tell me what a bucket is?

Where else do we find sand?

Find me a bucket that is not red.

How did you dig the hole?

What else can we fill with sand?

What would a crab do in the sand?

How are sand and dirt the same?

Tell me about the volcano erupting.

Why did the sandcastle fall down?

What can’t we do with sand?

Why do we need to wash our hands after sand play?

Why do we cover the sandpit?

Why is it called a sandpit?

What will happen when we add water?

Why don’t we make real castles out of sand?

How can we keep the sand from falling off the sandcastle?
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Sandpit Talk

Empty the bucket

Digging

It’s stuck

Pour the sand

Long track

Find the block

Around the sandcastle

Over the hill

Dig a tunnel

Oh no… it fell down

Big hole

Scoop it up

Put it in the truck

Turn the bucket over

Pat it down

Where is it?

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Forget to put the sandpit toys out. ■

Hide the sand toys in the sand. ■

At pack away time provide a container which isn’t  ■

big enough to fit all the toys.

Put other objects from other play areas in the  ■

sand.

Have buckets without bottoms. ■

Keep the sandpit cover on and put the toys   ■

on top.

Have a pattern already dug in the sand as if an  ■

animal had been there.
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Playdough Talk
Level 1 Level 2

Find one like this. (hold up rolling pin, cutter etc)

What colour/shape is that?

Show me the knife/pizza cutter.

What can you see?

Is that a snake or a worm? (referring to their creations)

What is David doing? (cutting/rolling/squeezing etc.)

What am I doing with the scissors?

Show me another plate.

Cut the pizza up.

How does it feel?

Where is the green triangle?

Show me the cutter that is red and star shaped.

What other shapes can you make?

What else can we cut with?

What is this for? (scissors/pizza cutter etc.)

How is the gingerbread man different from the fish?

Find one that can make some spaghetti.

Level 3 Level 4

How did you make that flat?

Which one is your favourite cutter?

Find me a cutter that is not a star.

How did you make the cat?

Roll out the dough then cut out the fish.

What can David say if he wants your rolling pin?

How are the knife and the scissors the same?

Tell me about how this works. (garlic press)

Why can’t we pick up the gingerbread man by the head?

Why did it break?

What would you need to make a snowman?

Why can’t David have all the playdough/ cutters?

If you were a cook in a baker’s shop, what would you do?

Why do you like that one?

Why do we need to use that?

How will we know if the biscuits are cooked?
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Roll it flat

Squeeze it hard

Poke holes in it

Roll it into a snake

Make it longer/smaller

Squish it with your fingers

Where’s it gone?

Cut it up

Make some eyes

You made lots of spaghetti

Push it through

Make a cake

Cook the cake

A round ball

Get yellow dough

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking…. 
wait for the language

Provide the playdough but no equipment   ■

and vice versa.

Use dry dough that is too hard to use. ■

Use gooey, sticky dough. ■

Provide only a small amount of dough for the  ■

whole group.

Hide things in the playdough eg. beads, pasta etc. ■

Put the playdough out in a container that is too  ■

hard to open.

Put out the wrong equipment with playdough   ■

eg. the pencils and glue sticks.

Playdough Talk
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Obstacle Course Talk
Level 1 Level 2

Show me the slide.

What’s this?

Where is the tunnel?

What can you hear? It’s in the tree.

Who’s going over the bridge?

What is Jack doing on the ladder?

Show me the things you climbed on.

Say, “You can do it!”

Is this soft or is it hard?

How many mats do we have on the ground?

I think I might climb over the …

Which ones are for climbing?

What is something we can balance on?

Line up in front of the long tunnel.

Bridges are for cars so they can go over water. What helps cars 
go over water?

Where else could you play on a slide?

Level 3 Level 4

How did you get here?

Where do you think we will go next?

Tell Emily how to go through the course.

Which things are not for climbing on?

What is another way to get to the other side?

What is the same about the ladder and the climbing frame?

Look at our photos. Let’s put them in order of what we did.

You can be the coach. Tell us what to do.

What could happen if we didn’t have the mats?

Why do we use mats? Why can’t we use boards?

Why shouldn’t we walk down the slide?

How are we going to get over the sandpit without touching 
the sand?

What would happen if we didn’t hold onto the rail?

Why is it called a sandpit I wonder?

It’s a small tunnel. How would a big person  
get to the other side?

What would we need to make a bridge?
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Obstacle Course Talk

Go over

You’re up high

Crawl through

I did it!

Walk across the bridge

Climb over it

Slowly 

Where did he go?

Jump 

At the top

Hold the rail

Arms out wide

Look in front

My turn

Around the mat

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Make a gap in the course   ■

eg. leave out a stepping stone.

Cover the plank with toys. ■

Put out all the equipment but don’t organise it  ■

into a sequence.

Send the children out in the yard without any  ■

equipment. 

Put things out on the equipment to look like  ■

animals have been playing there  
eg. muddy feet, feathers.

Put the mats on the equipment instead of   ■

under it.

Put a sheet over a piece of new equipment so  ■

nobody can see what it is.
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Blanks Levels of Questioning

Level 1 Level 2

Find plates.

Where’s the baby?

Say, “Go to sleep baby.”

Who is cooking?

What is Amy doing?

What have you got?

What things did we put in the fridge? Can you remember?

Find the other shoe.

What do we use to sweep the floor?

What food do you eat at lunch time? Find the lunch food.

What can you put on the sandwich?

We need to cut the sandwich. What can we use?

Put all the fruit in the bowl?

Is this hot or cold?

Find something soft and warm to put on the bed.

How are the oven and the fridge different?

Level 3 Level 4

How did you make the dinner?

What do we do next?

What happens if the power goes off?

What would daddy say before he goes to work?

What goes with the fork?

What is something else we could use to mix the cake?

Tell me what a bed is.

Which ones are not warm clothes?

How do we know when the pizza is cooked?

What do you do when the baby cries?

Why do we need to put everything away?

What do you need to make a sandwich?

If there was a fire, what would we do?

What would the fireman do if he came to the house?

Why do we need a spoon to make the cake?

Why did the baby wake up?

Home Corner Talk
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 Use language in play Get your child talking 

 Be face-to-face Wait, watch and listen

Home Corner Talk

Hot

Cooking

Cut it up

Put it on the table

Nurse the baby

Clean house

Set the table

Stir the food

Go to sleep

Wake up

Get dressed

In the cupboard

Wash up

Give them money

I want a bag please

Try these sabotage ideas to start the talking… 
wait for the language 

Set the table without either the cutlery or   ■

the food.

Have the cash register out but with no money   ■

in it.

Put the clothes in the kitchen and the food in   ■

the beds.

Move home corner outside. ■

Put things out on the equipment to look like  ■

animals have been playing eg. muddy feet, 
feathers.

Set up home corner so it looks like Goldilocks has  ■

been there.

Put things in home corner that don’t belong there. ■




